What are Teachers
saying about ArtSmart?
“It boosts my students
confidence!”
“These art classrooms help my
children with expression and
problem solving.”
“It broadens my students
knowledge and helps them think
outside of the box”
“My kiddos get excited about
attending. They love to make art,
the hands on activity is great”
My Class Loves it!

Bring ArtSmart to
your Classroom!
Leonardo’s is so excited to bring
state certified teaching artists
into classrooms! Our instructors
offer over 30 different lessons
on historic artists. Every child in
the classroom will make their own
masterpiece and support healthy
brain development!

ArtSmart

Schedule your class today!

Creativity is as Important as
literacy.
- Sir Ken Robinson

For Questions Contact:
Phone : 580-233-ARTS
200 E Maple
Enid, OK 73701

Every Child is
an Artist !

What is ArtSmart?
ArtSmart classes are specifically designed
to help children learn about the broad,
exciting history of art. Also it allows each
child artist to create. Classes are tailored
with age appropriate lesson plans and all
supplies are brought into the classroom by
the teaching artist. For example, if a lesson
on the ‘well-known’ artist Michelangelo was
the artist of the day , class would begin with
a study of the artist, what mediums he used
and why he was remembered the most. The
class would then review his artwork and
learn how to differentiate it from another
artist’s work. Then the final activity would be
having the children create their masterpiece
on the paper attached to the under-side of
their desks. This allows them to ‘experience’
painting the Sistine Chapel ceiling.

Your classroom can have
Artists like:
Warhol, Monet, Grandma
Moses, Pollok, Rembrant,
Dali, & Van Gogh

Mediums:

Acrylic, Oil Pastels, Chalk Pastels,
Water Colors, Liquid Water Colors,
Water Color Crayons, Tempera,
Markers and Colored Pencils.

Costs:
$75.00 For one class with lesson and
supplies for up to 28 students for 45
minutes - 1 hour.

$60.00 Per class if there are Three or

More classes consecutively set up at the
same school on the same day.

$45.00 Per Class if held at Leonardo’s
Children’s Museum.

Techniques:

Blending Colors, One Line Design, Circle
Trees, Layering Construction Paper,
Tesselation, Art with Mirrors,Painting
Upside Down and MUCH MORE!!!

Current mileage fee added for schools or
groups outside of Enid City Limits.
All Supplies Included unless otherwise
communicated.
Students should dress to make a

MESS!!!

ArtSmart

